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P I E T E R T ’J O N C K

The
Tinkerings
of a
Wanderer
This article came about somewhat
coincidentally as a collection of the many
images and several names I associated with
the work of Benjamin Verdonck. During a
workshop on theatre criticism in Lisbon, I met
the Portuguese Alexandra Balona, who, like
me, is both an architect and a theatre critic.
She invited me to participate in a session
critiquing Benjamin Verdonck’s work in Porto,
in March 2015. The idea was for a few people,
including me, to shed light on his oeuvre by
means of images other than those made by
the artist himself. This would then kick off a
discussion.
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That idea appealed to me. For just about
all art that is worth considering not only
starts with the individual artist, but is
also connected by thousands of threads to
other, older images, depictions or ideas.
To look at art is to look at how new images
overlap, duplicate, push old ones aside.
To look at how the same old questions
—‘Mama, why are we alive?’— arise again
and again. It also puts a body of work to
the test: How well does it stand up to what
came before it? How pure and strong is its
own tone?

The last of these was installed for a year,
but I only found out about it at an exhibition, Mind the System/ Find the Gap (Z33,
Hasselt, 2012). So I mainly considered the
work from that angle, but I also learned a
lot from Verdonck’s books, WERK/SOME
WORK (2009) and KALENDER (2013).
Besides that, I had read reviews of his
work here and there. They showed how
difficult it is to classify this work. The
reviews praised Verdonck’s captivating ingenuity, the ‘craftsmanship’ of his work, or
its social conscience or ‘political’ nature.
Much less mentioned were its many literary and artistic references, or its reflexive
quality. Were these aspects irritating?
Sometimes the reviews indeed would
include questions like, ‘What’s it about?’ or
‘What does he actually want to say’?
In WERK/ SOME WORK, Verdonck writes

However, I am not really an ‘authority’
on the work of Benjamin Verdonck. Apart
from a handful of his performances, I had
mostly seen installations, such as Bara/
ke 2000 (2000, Brussels), hirondelle/dooi
vogeltje/the great swallow (2004, Brussels) and KALENDER (2009, Antwerp).

hirondelle/dooi vogeltje/
the great swallow
© Geert Van den Wijngaert
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at length about an instance when this
irritation grew into an unbearable itch.
In Rekto:Verso in 2005, Wouter Hillaert
had written a diatribe against the kind of
art that wallows in artistic haziness ‘with
three little dots’ instead of making a clear
point. He then proceeded to single out
Verdonck, lambasting him for his threeday performance, I like America and
America likes me. Now what was that all
about? inquired Hillaert irritably.
Why would you crawl into a cage with a pig
for three days? Verdonck wrote a lengthy
rejoinder, explaining that the aim of that
performance was to question America’s
invasion of Iraq in an artistic manner, and
thus escape the compelling framework
imposed by the media on this highly
controversial issue. Art as a sanctuary for
thought, in other words.

Instead, he spoke up for the police who
broke up the student demonstrations: they
were the real victims of capitalism.

◊
Perhaps we should describe the art of
Benjamin Verdonck as ‘relational art’.
The French curator Nicolas Bourriaud
thought up this term for a set of artistic
practices which take as their theoretical
and practical point of departure the whole
of human relations and their specific
social context. In other words, art that
does not (exclusively) start with the artist’s
autonomous, private space and also does
not (exclusively) want to ‘touch’ the viewer
individually. Art as a catalyst for ideas,
discussions, experiences and actions.
Art that does not produce an ‘alternative’
reality beside the existing reality, but
offers new and concrete courses of action
and insights within the existing world,
within a certain group. The work of art
itself does not change because of this; it
does not become ‘different’ or ‘seen in a
different way’. But after that everything is
indeed different.

That is important: Benjamin Verdonck is
interested in making people think outside
the box. If Verdonck often references
Jorges Luis Borges, Georges Perec or Jean
Cocteau, it’s because these authors did not
believe in ‘reality’ as an ‘inescapable fact’.
Verdonck’s reality is never what it seems;
what is there is not what it is. As a result,
the work is hard to decipher or completely
‘understand’, despite its deep concern for
the world and society. Not without reason
does Verdonck sometimes stand on the
shoulders of Pier Paolo Pasolini, Joseph
Beuys and other artists who have dealt
with the ‘social’ aspect. They too, however,
offer no ready-made solutions, but rather
a utopian or spiritual longing. Pasolini, for
instance, gave no credence to the slogans
of ‘progressive’ well-bred youths in the
1960s. His sneers at them are legendary.

Bourriaud coined the term to legitimize
practices such as those of Dominique
Gonza-lez-Foerster, Philippe Parreno,
Carsten Höller and Pierre Huyghe. But
you can also apply the above definition
to Verdonck’s work. Although it might be
more correct to say that he makes a kind
of art that asks the public to witness, and
thus become involved in, social situations
that are urgent, unjust or cry out for other
explanations. So, sometimes you end up
with processions. Sometimes it’s simply a
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“All of which led to
this article: as a
series of images
that I compare and
contrast with the
work of Benjamin
Verdonck”
matter of being in the right place, on the
first day of sales, for example. Or being
St. Nicholas at the wrong time. Benjamin
Verdonck has the same flare in this regard
as James Lee Byars. KALENDER was a
year of such actions.

idealist. Verdonck surveys the world and
investigates it with a curious blend of
artistic erudition and childishly naïve
curiosity. Each survey leads to new
answers, but also new impasses. And
sometimes ‘inappropriate’ questions too.

◊

All of which led to this article as a
series of images that I compare and
contrast with the work of Benjamin
Verdonck. It’s about themes and
influences. About the places where his
work resonates with a wider world over
a longer period of time. Sometimes
the images and names are obvious
because Benjamin Verdonck refers
to them himself. Sometimes they are
‘far-fetched’. For the original lecture
in Porto, I had only a few notes with
me. More than a year and a half later,
I have worked them out further at
Benjamin Verdonck’s request. But the
principal remains the same: images
with observations.

Benjamin Verdonck has a background
in theatre. The area in which he pursued
his studies was acting. And that’s indeed
what he often does. Perhaps that explains
the ‘relational’ aspect of his work. But
Verdonck is just as much of a carpenter,
an architect, a collector, a calligrapher
and also a handyman. Or rather, most
of all a handyman. Someone who works
with what’s at hand, discovering as he
goes what the question was for which he
already has dreamt up an answer. The
basic material of the work consists of
what concretely goes on around us, in the
public. But his eye is not the logistical
eye of the politician or the starry-eyed
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Wat ik graag zou zijn als ik niet was wat ik ben © Kurt Van der Elst

es in the glamour photos are harsher
images of conflict and revolution. Photos
by Warren Richardson, for instance,
the man who photographed a refugee
handing a baby through barbed wire at
the Hungarian-Serbian border. Or by
Corentin Fohlen, who took shots of the
demonstration in Paris after the attack
on the Charlie Hebdo offices. The composition of these photographs more than
once openly referenced famous paintings like Eugène Delacroix’s La liberté
guidant le peuple from 1830. Meanwhile,
Verdonck produces other clippings, such
as a photograph of that famous painting by Delacroix, or the equally famous
equestrian portrait of Napoleon by
Jacques-Louis David. He then combines
them with images from the magazine to
create temporary collages.

1 — Wunderkammern and Georges
Perec In Wat ik graag zou zijn als ik

niet was wat ik ben, a recent play by
Benjamin Verdonck and Willy Thomas,
there is a scene that is typical of Verdonck. He carefully leafs through a recent
issue of Vogue, cutting out images as he
goes along. Absurd combinations are the
result. Round holes in the pages allow
photos to merge with one another. Also
coming to the fore between the gash-
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These collages are not random: they show
how revolutions and war atrocities have
their artistic, painterly stereotypes. They
play with the tension between the reality
of the miseries of war and the marvellous
luxury world of Vogue, which seemingly
effortlessly absorbs and aestheticizes
such ‘interfering images’. On top of that,
Verdonck throws in iconic images of revolutions in the world of art, such as Kazimir
Malevich’s Suprematist black circle or
Marcel Duchamp’s urinal. They, too, seem
harmless in this context. Even Caravaggio’s violent portrayal of Judith’s beheading of Holofernes is no longer horrifying,
only beautiful. A card with a painting by
Mark Rothko completes this series of artists, who in the huge circus of our culture
no longer astound, provoke or shock but
are merely beautiful. Sometimes photos of
the heads of Willy Thomas and Benjamin
Verdonck also replace the heads in these
collages. As if to say that this absurd world
of contrasts is in our heads, that it’s our
reality.

tion of the answer to a slippery question,
a troublesome thought that has been
haunting you. Many people already start
doing this as a child. Children like to keep
a collection of seemingly random things in
a shoebox. Things that nobody else notices
or considers important, except for their
proud possessor, who imagines that one
day they might contribute to some stillvague plan. As a collection, these finds
reinforce one another. They hold promise.
When a new thing is added, sometimes
something else has to go.
A shoebox is a child’s black box theatre.
And the time always comes when the collection loses its magic. But by then, there’s
another shoebox.
The problem with things you want to hold
onto is always the same, even when you
reach the ‘age of reason’: What are you
going to do with that article you clipped
or that object you found somewhere, if
you don’t yet know exactly where it fits in?
The answer indeed is: you put it in a box,
or a folder, or you note it somewhere on a
list of ‘good ideas I want to do something
with some day’. After a while, the box is
full, the closet is overflowing, or you start
a new list, because the old one has lost
its relevance. Not that you stop collecting
because of that.

But they also show something else: that
every image can also be interpreted in the
opposite way; or that you can simply understand it differently or misunderstand
it, and perhaps thus see something other
than what everyone would like you to see.
◊

Benjamin Verdonck’s oeuvre starts with
this kind of endless collecting, endless
because there’s no beginning.
WERK/SOME WORK from 2009 opens

How often haven’t you seen, heard or read
something and thought: I must hold onto
that. As if you had glimpsed a prefigura-
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with a recollection of what prompted him
to start making things himself, without
necessarily calling it Art. It was a work by
Ben Vautier, a suitcase with the inscription, ‘Si Dieu est partout il est aussi dans
cette valise’ (If God is everywhere He is
also in this suitcase). Vautier’s claim that
the almighty is in the unsightly fascinated
him.

where, on presentation of the mate, a pair
would go back to their owner.
I like to collect things. Things people
throw out on the street or lose/gloves, for
instance/he’s in the gutter means he’s in a
very bad way / that’s sad but it also offers
you the possibility of doing something
about it/when you pick a thing up you
change it /now it’s a thing that has been
picked up and that’s something completely
different.

On my way home I found a giant cardboard box that belonged to a colour TV.
And started to collect things in it. (…) once
the box was full I threw it all away.

We can discern three figures in this collector’s mania: the premodern scholar, the
amateur sociologist, and the rescuer of lost
things. The ‘Wunderkammer’ and Georges
Perec.

Maybe God got thrown into the trash too.
But Benjamin Verdonck remained an avid
collector with the spirit of a dilettante, for
whom the collected object and the method
of classification reign supreme. He picked
up endless amounts of metal rings off
the streets, giving them a label with the
date, place and his thoughts at the time.
There was also a collection of single gloves

◊
‘Wunderkammern’, or Cabinets of Curiosities, started appearing in royal courts
and the homes of the wealthy in the late
16th century. In the 17th century they

Wunderkammer
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were a rage in Western Europe. A Wunderkammer is a collection of natural history
objects such as stuffed animals, skeletons
and so forth. They also can include books,
paintings, maps or ingenious mechanical
devices — for instance, to determine the
positions of planets. These collections generally were housed in ‘studiolos’: splendidly decorated studies with cleverly devised
drawers and cupboards for safely storing
the trophies of the proud owner.

'Wunderkammern' enjoyed great prestige, until the 19th century pityingly
dismissed them as muddled, unscientific
curiosities, or in the best of cases, proto-science or a proto-museum. The 19th
century, after all, cherished a progressive
view of science: the more we know, the
more that mistaken ideas will be replaced
by clear, scientific insights, until we know
everything. Today we do indeed know a
great deal about very many things, and
especially that our human existence is
based on chemical processes. But what
good does that do us in our actual lives?
How do you survive in a world that has
lost its soul because of this deciphering?
Could you also think of the world in
different terms?

Such collections do not meet the requirements of a strictly scientific classification.
Rather, they reflect the sphere of interests
or views of their owner, who chose objects
not merely because of their exceptional or
monetary worth, but also because of their
elucidative value. Intentionally or not,
many Wunderkammern even included
forgeries. Ole Worm (Olaus Wormius),
for example, flaunted a mythological
‘Scythian lamb’ that in reality was a woolly
type of fern.

The 16th and 17th centuries were periods
in which old truths had already begun to
shift greatly. Western civilization discovered a New World, new anmals, plants
and peoples. New forms of government

“A shoebox is a
child’s
black box theatre.”
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Verzamelkoorts © M HKA

and a new economic order arose. New
religions challenged the authority of old
ones. Europe was in a state of upheaval
brought about by wars, persecution and
migration. The feudal world collapsed.
People were seeking new explanations and
contexts everywhere. But for the time being, philosophy, religion and art were still
related to each other as part of knowledge
as a whole. No one was seeking the solution in a radical separation of disciplines,
each with its increasingly branched, ever
more detailed expertise. René Descartes
(1596-1650) could simply state in the
preface to Principes de la philosophie,
“The whole of philosophy is like a tree of
which the roots are metaphysics, the trunk
is physics, and the branches emerging
from the trunk are all the other sciences,
which may be reduced to three principal
ones, namely medicine, mechanics and

morals. By ‘morals’ I understand the
highest and most perfect moral system,
which presupposes a complete knowledge
of the other sciences and is the ultimate
level of wisdom.” Who’d dare to seriously
assert that now? 'Wunderkammern' are an
exponent of that search: worldviews and
thought experiments at one and the same
time. Their possessors saw the world as a
book which they interpreted on the basis
of fascinating ‘pages’. These collections
were well thought out, even if they didn’t
comply with our classifications. The Wunderkammer’s view of reality is no more
odd or naïve than our own objective point
of view. It just starts from a different place
and therefore ends up in a different place.
The smallest version of a Wunderkammer is a box, like a shoebox in which you
throw everything that might be important.
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Verdonck’s work is full of such ‘Wunderkarnmern’, although their contents are
different: he understands our world by
means of the objects it produces and what
the world says about them. But our world
is the Anthropocene, where the norm is no
longer the natural world, but a world created by man. Exciting and unfathomable
enough for a ‘Wunderkammer’. You simply
find the things on the street.

curiosity about the products of the Anthropocene naturally led me to the work
of Georges Perec (1936-1982). Perec made
almost maniacal lists of things, thoughts
and events. By constantly arranging and
rearranging them, he elicited a meaning
from them that they might never have had
before. Or gave them back their meaning.
His lifelong project started with him
becoming disappointed as a young adult.
The consumer society was developing at a
breakneck pace at that time, but Perec discovered that all those wonderful new things
making people’s imaginations run wild
only had meaning because of the story woven around them: living a successful life to
the full, without being stuck in a dull office
job. Desirable objects like houses, furniture
and clothes played an important, yet mysteriously paradoxical, role in this. The more
unattainable they were for the purse of the
average person like Perec, with his modest
clerical job, the stronger their attraction.
The real world paled by comparison; even a
city like Paris lost its enchantment.

Verdonck takes a scientific approach with
his Wunderkammern in any case. His
found objects always include a report on
the relevant data. With the rondelles he
picks up, he always notes the spot where
he found it and the thought he entertained
at the time. For KALENDER , however, he
worked topographically: what does one
find between café Stanny and the reception being held at Kind & Gezin? Or between Atelier Van Diepenbeeckstraat and
café Stanny (a lot more cigarette butts...).
Benjamin Verdonck’s passion for collecting, his desire to save things and his

Georges Perec (1936-1982)
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Les Choses (Things, 1965), Perec’s first
book, is about this. He shows a couple
named Jérôme and Sylvie, ‘psychosociologists’ (nowadays you would call
them market researchers) who conduct
surveys on people’s reactions to consumer
goods. They themselves dream of living a
life of luxury and freedom in beautifully
furnished homes they cannot afford. Until
they move to Tunisia. There, they can
realize their dream; but that’s when luxury
loses its meaning. Perec suggests that
their idea of a successful life only works in

reflect what presents itself to them. The
freedom they dream of is an illusion, a
word devoid of meaning.
A later work, Espèces d'espaces (Species
of Spaces), is an almost endless list of
things that are related to the experience of
space, in particular the home. Published
in a collection edited by Paul Virilio (who
will be mentioned again later), it is the
preamble to the masterly La Vie - mode
d'emploi (Life: A User’s Manual), which
tells what an apartment building in Paris

“Lists are a way
of warding
off chaos"

what is literally the imaginary context of
consumption. In the Paris of 1965, just like
today, concrete objects, even the concrete
city itself, are fetishes from the dreams
suggested by advertisements or magazines
like Elle. In Things, words and images
replace actual objects. They colonize the
awareness of people like Jérôme and
Sylvie, who don’t even have a psychology,
an inner self, in the classic sense but act in
accordance with their context. They only

contains at a very precise moment in time
— one second — but, like one of Leibniz’s
monads, simultaneously contains the entire
story. Reading through Perec’s relatively
innocent, sometimes boring lists has a
curious effect. Their bizarre correlations
spark the imagination. The meaning that
things lose in the consumer society returns
in full force here. Benjamin Verdonck has
done the same more than once.
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One of Verdonck’s first plays was called W/
Ik denk vaak aan de hoeveelheid rundvlees die nodig zou zijn om bouillon te
maken van het meer van Genève. [I often
think about how much beef it would take
to turn the lake of Geneva into consommé.] This title is directly borrowed from
Species of Spaces).

anything, but always remain a selection.
You will seldom make a note of the fact
that you have to eat or go to the toilet
(although…). What gives it meaning is it
difference from everything else that is
not on it. In that way, lists are similar to a
language. Lists ‘speak’ through what they
do NOT say. They are a reminder of something important without mentioning it.

◊

◊

Perec’s (and Verdonck’s) obsession with
lists, with registering and keeping, is more
than just a charming aberration. Lists are
the adult version of a shoebox: as a result
of their singular, elusive character, they
bring together what doesn’t belong together. In doing so, they prize apart unyielding
classifications and show us glimpses of
what we never saw before.

At the end of his too short life, Georges
Perec conducted a study on the Rue Vilin
in Paris, where he grew up. This street in
the 20th arrondissement was declared
unhealthy and uninhabitable in the 1960s
and was slated to make way for the Parc
de Belleville, completed in 1992. However,
the street wasn’t razed all at once. The
houses disappeared one by one, as their
inhabitants gradually moved out or died.
Every year from 1969 until his death,
Perec took notes on what was still left of
his birthplace. These descriptions are a
kind of battle scene: he tries to make his
inner experience correspond with the
reality, in the realization that there is
an inevitable, and in this case even very
tangible, gap between the two. As such,
one’s surroundings, whether this be one’s
own home or a street or an entire city, is a
‘place of occupation’ for Perec. He wants
to save something hidden in the meagre
remains of the neighbourhood, in the
half-blotted-out graffiti that nobody can
comprehend anymore. This archaeological project tries to drive a wedge, create a
crack, in the cityscape in order to recover
something. It naturally suggests the idea
of origins in an inaccessible youth that has
been lost forever.

Lists come in all shapes and sizes. They
contain at least two items, but can go on
endlessly. Sometimes they serve an exact
purpose (‘things to do’); sometimes not
(‘what I thought about today’). Lists seem
systematic but are actually arbitrary: an
item can always be added or subtracted,
until a new list becomes necessary (‘more
things to do’ or ‘what I didn’t mention’).
Lists are not closed systems in which each
element is in exact relation to the others.
Their order is an apparent one, and their
maker is aware of this. Lists are a way of
warding off chaos.
Lists are a delineation of what you mustn’t
forget, in sequence or otherwise. As such,
they express choices: this, but not that.
Especially not that. Lists are flexible but
exclusive. They are especially telling for
what they don’t contain. Lists can include
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Claude Parent’s home

2 — Tents, nomads, houses
This is the home of the French architect
Claude Parent, who died in 2016 at the
age of 93. His home had no furniture. Or
doors. Virtually none of the floors or walls
was horizontal or vertical. Everything
was on a slant. The occupants had to
figure out how to do something time
and again. Many visitors got dizzy from
it, but children loved it. Critics praised
Parent for his trailblazing approach, but
he found very little acceptance from the
real world. Paul Virilio was the person
who inspired Parent to make a name for
himself with orthogonal buildings. Virilio

had experienced a euphoric sense of
dizziness when visiting slanted bunkers
on the French coast, because there was
no longer a distinction between the floor
and walls. Parent investigated the matter
and wrote Vivre á l’oblique (Living On
a Slant) together with Virilio. Slanted
homes, where there was no distinction
between floor and walls, would also turn
social relations upside down or steer them
in new directions, he claimed. Parent also
eliminated the distinction between inside
and outside. ‘Down with boredom!’ was
Parent’s answer to Martin Heidegger’s
elegy onthe loss of ‘dwelling’ after the
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horrors of the war. Parent saw no reason
for sadness in that, but only benefit. If all
of society is moving at an increasingly
dizzy pace, why shouldn’t we enjoy the
dizziness?

an old factory with a glass roof):
This is the nicest house I ever lived in.
We used to call it THE DIAMONDS.
For over seven years we built new
rooms and constructions and broke
down former ones.

Willy Van Der Meeren (1923-2002) was
a kindred spirit closer to home. He must
have been the first architect to have his
offices in a tent. He also was the first to jettison the virtuous plans of social housing
corporations in order to allow residents
the maximum amount of space and freedom.

They lived there with a bunch of people
and a dog; the photo reveals that they lived
in a perpetually temporary manner.

A home is not self-evident for Benjamin
Verdonck. His living spaces continually
change, pop up in other places, remain
unfinished. They raise the question of
what a home actually still means. Here,
too, he is akin to Georges Perec. In Species
of Spaces (written at of Paul Virilio’s
request!), Perec makes a satirical analysis
of what professes to be ‘functional’ architecture. All of the rooms are assigned a
specific name, like ‘living room’, ‘bedroom’
or ‘storage’, and this always corresponds
to a specific hour of the day and a specific
activity. The whole of these activities comprise a ‘good family life’. What could be
more boring? ‘Living room’, for example:

◊
Benjamin Verdonck has often been busy
with such impossible houses. Living on a
pole, for instance. Or in a bird’s nest. Or a
tree. Verdonck’s artistic career started not
only with collections, but also with houses.
Or rather, with questioning houses. In this
he is akin to Claude Parent. WERK/SOME
WORK opens with photos (family snapshots, actually) of houses, huts, camping
places that Benjamin Verdonck has lived
in or built himself (in trees, on market
places — everywhere, in fact). Here is what
he says about ‘The Diamonds’ (obviously
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lifestyle, when there was no front or back
to a house. Everything revolved around
reproduction and staying alive. The
fireplace in the middle of the house is a
symbol of that. The bourgeois lifestyle has
long been a thing of the past, however, and
the pre-bourgeois era even more so. The
sociability and ‘leisure’ of the bourgeoisie
devolved a long time ago into not much
more than ‘hanging around the house
and relaxing’. To make this vague ‘hanging around’ bearable, there is television,
holding up images of successful hominess
to us.

20:30-21:45 Father and mother go
to the LIVING ROOM. They look at
television, listen to the radio or play
cards; father reads the paper while
mother knits. In short, they kill time.
Perec wonders: Why can’t an apartment
be laid out according to a scheme other
than the daily routine? For instance,
according to the senses, or the days of the
week. This seems to have been a dead-end
track, however. In his essay Bad Dream
Houses (2005), Bart Verschaffel examines

Barake 2000 (c) Benjamin Verdonck

the question raised by Perec. Houses,
he argues, are still seen as a solution for
living. They unthinkingly follow a scheme
designed for the bourgeoisie, with a representative front part where the occupants
lived in comfort and a back part where the
servants (and later, machines) performed
the household chores. This scheme still
revealed a few traces of a pre-bourgeois

However, contends Verschaffel, neither do
we live like that anymore. We no longer
need fixed addresses or fixed rendezvous
places, now that we can reach each other
instantly in countless other ways through
technological media. The home no longer
represents us, nor is it the only place that
we identify with or meet each other. The
middle-class way of living is outdated.
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“Benjamin
Verdonck
has often
been busy
with such
impossible
houses.
Living on
a pole, for
instance.
Or in a
bird’s nest.
Or a tree.”

Yet architects keep acting as if we need a
house with a living room, storage room,
bedroom and so forth (or hipper versions
of that) in order to live our lives. Those
who break this rule, like Claude Parent or
Willy Van Der Meeren, are written off as
weirdos. Living is (becoming) not only a
private but even an intimate matter. When
the house loses its representative character and only has meaning for a small
circle of friends and acquaintances, it no
longer really matters what it expresses or
says about a person, but rather, what one
can do there. Many strategies have been
devised outside the architectural world in
this regard, notes Verschaffel. Remarkably, these almost always involve non-residential spaces, or houses that were built
according to a social logic that is outdated
and impracticable nowadays. And he concludes: To be successful, housing apparently has to fail.
Perec had already come to the same conclusion in 1974, at the end of his analysis
of the modern apartment. He wondered if
we might be able to imagine a completely
useless, non-definable room. One that has
no purpose at all. Not an unusable room,
in other words, or a junk room; no, just a
room without a function. His conclusion is
surprising:
I never managed anything that
was really satisfactory. But I don’t
think that I was altogether wasting
my time in trying to go beyond this
improbable limit. The effort itself
seemed to produce something that
might be a statute of 'the inhabitable'.

Citation from Espèces d’espaces (1974) by
George Perec, translated by John Sturrock
as Species of Spaces and Other Pieces
(1998, Penguin Classics).
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3 — Conceptual Art / Pop Art
One of Benjamin Verdonck’s first works
that went far astray from what we
normally understand as theatre was
the performance I like America and
America likes me, where he stayed in a
cage with a pig for three days. The title,
of course, refers to the similarly-named
performance by the German artist
Joseph Beuys, who in May of 1974 shared
a cage with a coyote for one week, eight
hours a day, in a gallery in New York.
Beuys wanted to illustrate that American
civilization is based on a divisive conflict
with the ‘first nations’ (the Indians) and
with nature itself. His action showed that
the wounds inflicted in the past had only
grown deeper.

By repeating that action, but then with
a pig as companion, Benjamin Verdonck
was however also referring to another,
less well-known work of art; namely, the
film Pigsty by Pier Paolo Pasolini. In fact,
this is two separate films edited into one.
In one part, we meet Julian, son of a rich
German industrial and ex-Nazi (Klotz).
Julian stubbornly refuses to protest
against the Berlin Wall with his fiancée,
Ida. He offends his family even more by
living in a pigsty, where the pigs end up
devouring him alive just at the moment
when Klotz is closing a deal with his
rival, Herdhitze. At the beginning of the
film, Julian tells us what motivates him:
“I took pains to form opinions because I
deemed it was my duty, but as a result I
also realized that even as a revolutionary,
I conform.” That sentence is precisely what
Benjamin Verdonck wrote on the wall of
his cage during the performance.

Still from Pigsty by Pier Paolo Pasolini

The second part of the film takes place in
an unspecified, primitive age. Clementi,
an outcast young man, wanders around
in a volcanic landscape. Out of necessity,
he becomes a cannibal and plunders the
land together with the scoundrel Citti.
Ultimately, Clementi is collared and fed
to the wolves by way of punishment. As
he dies, he cries in ecstasy: “I killed my
father. I ate human flesh and I quiver
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I like America...

... and America likes me
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KALENDER © Mark Rietveld
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with joy.” This second part can be
interpreted in many ways, for instance
as a feverish dream of Julian’s. What is
certain is that Pasolini links man’s urge
for (self) destruction and death with his
capacity to revolt against an oppressive
social and moral order. Pasolini despises
a middle-class form of radicalness
(such as protesting against abuses)
that only ostensibly strives for change
and liberation but in fact wants to keep
everything the same by replacing a visible
cage with another, invisible golden cage.
This is not far from the ideas of Georges
Bataille…

media had launched; something soft,
about concern, devotion, murmuring,
warmth, slowness, waiting, people
together. Of course, this wasn’t
lobbing political punches at John and
Jane Doe. Fortunately. There was
already enough punching at the time.
He subtly makes that clear for
knowledgeable readers with a reference
to Pierre Menard, the man who in Jorges
Luis Borges’s story ‘Pierre Menard,
Author of the Quixote’ literally rewrites
two chapters of Cervantes’ Don Quixote,
“out of complete identification with the
original author”. And yet according to
Borges, Menard’s version is stronger
because he has the benefit of a few
hundred years of history and thus greater
depth. Although Verdonck repeats Beuys’s
action, something else creeps into the
work because of the passage of time,
having to do with history and the changed
context since the first performance. In
an overheated media atmosphere with
proponents and opponents trying to

Benjamin Verdonck’s action took place in
November 2002, shortly after America’s
retaliatory offensive against Iraq for the
attacks on the World Trade Center in New
York —twenty-eight years after Beuys’s
action, in fact. A list of the aggressive
actions that the US had undertaken
worldwide since that date hung in the
cage. A list so long it was patently obvious
that matters had not improved since
Beuys’s accusation; that violence had
increasingly become a fundamental
characteristic of American culture. Like
Beuys, Verdonck played the media cleverly
by making his action so spectacular, or
unusual, or even slightly revolting that it
almost automatically attracted attention.
But after that, the action took a different
direction than its namesake, because
although Verdonck indeed had little liking
for the American reprisals, he avoided
political statements in his performance.

Pierre Menard

I wanted to make something small,
in contrast to the balloon that the
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outshout each other, such an action could
never be the same as it was twenty-eight
years earlier.

pal park; by negotiating to obtain hearing
aids for Palestinians; or by standing on
city squares and shouting, “Yes we can! No
we can’t” through a megaphone on the day
of Obama’s inauguration? And then this
was just the middle of January.

◊
If Wouter Hillaert thought that I like
America and America likes me did not
make a clear point, what would he think
of KALENDER, with its one hundred
actions undertaken within the city limits
of Antwerp between 3 January 2009 and 2
January 2010? What are you indeed saying
by putting a giant apple and an egg on
the roof of a building; by lugging a crazy
amount of stuff around with you in Antwerp’s busiest shopping street on the first
day of sales; by chopping a hole for the
birds in the ice on the pond in the munici-

KALENDER was a year in which Benjamin Verdonck continuously questioned
the accepted meaning of things through
pure guerrilla tactics. He dropped his
good-natured bombs and let them explode
everywhere in the public domain without
once following the same strategy. But
if you looked past the often unmistakably political nature of his actions for a
moment, you also saw a catalogue of Pop
Art strategies. Following in the footsteps
of Dadaism, Pop Art was the first artistic

Enlarged Objects, Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen
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movement after World War II to attempt
to close the gap between art and society by
means of a slightly too close embrace, or
even a recapturing, of the social domain
that had been seized by consumer society.
Pop Art was not a style but a method; a
subversive attitude rather than a style.
Pop Art was art in general, and often even
hardly distinguishable from its context.
Pop Art set consumption against itself.
The tragedy was that advertisers later
turned that strategy around again, using
the techniques of Pop Art in order to sell
products. On All Saints Day, 1 November
2009, Benjamin Verdonck inverted this
state of affairs once more in a Processie
der Dingen. This ‘procession of things’
comprised huge replicas of ordinary
throwaway items like a soda can, a lighter,

a mobile phone and a bottle of toilet detergent. The consumer item as an object of
worship, as the sacrosanct representation
of a society’s core values.
Here Verdonck combines an ‘antiquated’
ritual, the procession, with a strategy
he borrowed from Enlarged Objects by
Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen.
Which is what he also did with the gigantic
apple and egg on the roof of a Grand Bazaar supermarket.
Many of the actions in 2009 were more
subtle and immaterial, however. These
were small experiments, performances
in public space reminiscent of the radical
performative actions by Gordon Matta-Clark, or the equally drastic (but too

Apple and Egg © Koen Broos
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little-known) actions by Adrian Piper.
Without pointing a finger, they question
our casual acceptance of the ‘little’ things
around us, which often entails just going
along with it, sometimes against our better
judgement.

one of the first to use language as an artistic
medium. She took some of her ‘Truisms’
from books on the daunting reading list
that had been handed out to her when she
participated as a young artist in a programme at the Whitney Museum of Art in
New York City. The quotes above date from
that period. She did not collect quotes in
order to make a book out of them, however.
She printed them on posters that she pasted
here and there in the East Village in order
to find out what people wrote on them or
said about them. Many of these truisms
indeed seem self-evident, and they gain
a certain authoritative power by hanging
them everywhere, but at the same time —
and there’s the rub — they are direct to a
fault, sometimes bordering on simplistic.
Often you are inclined to think, ‘yes, but…’.
Later, Holzer also frequently used LED
signs to present her messages between the
ads on electronic billboards. Her one-liners
also often popped up on T-shirts, coffee
mugs and golf balls. Always with the same,
slightly confusing effect: the equal of pure
commercial messages in their intrusiveness, they sow confusion and make casual
passers-by stop for a moment in order
to reflect on their authority. And then to
immediately reflect on the authority of their
context. It’s a subversive strategy, a soft
kind of anarchy. It goes well with Benjamin
Verdonck’s way of using small actions to
momentarily turn the cosy world of shopping streets upside down.

These actions have the flare of the work of
James Lee Byars, the artist who understood “the art of being at the right place”,
as Jef Cornelis once remarked. Posting
two (!) St. Nicholases in Centraal Station
to observe the heralding of the Christmas
season, or positioning them in front of
a nativity scene are actions that choose
a perfect place and time to show up the
commercial recycling of folk traditions
without ridiculing those traditions. It
makes the melancholy for lost innocence
all the stronger.
In WERK/SOME WORK, Benjamin
Verdonck quotes a few sentences that the
American artist Jenny Holzer used in her
installations. All three of these, I suspect,
come from Truisms, 1979-1983.
◊ Potential counts for nothing until
it’s realized
◊ Fat on your hips comes when you
sit and lie
◊ Protect me from what I want
Holzer, along with Barbara Kruger, Louise
Lawler, Lawrence Weiner and others, was
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“Het is een subversieve
strategie, een zachte
anarchie.”

Two St. Nicholases © Mark Rietveld
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4 — Beyond Art: the pillar saint,
the procession, the madman and
the fool
I like America and America likes me
marked a turning point in Benjamin
Verdonck’s work. Although he still largely
described his work as theatre, he often
pushed the limits of that medium so far
that he ended up somewhere else, something that Thierry de Duve described
as ‘art in general’, without a specific
medium, without a specific method,
even without a specific location. When
Benjamin Verdonck was recognized by
the Flemish Government in 2006 as an
‘artist’, and thus not a theatre maker,
this evolution gained an official seal of
approval. Many projects in public space
in the 2000s — such as Bara/ke (2000);
the pole dwelling on the Baraplein in
Brussels, hirondelle/dooi vogeltje/the
great swallow (2006); the BOOT project
that stranded; or KALENDER (2009) —
certainly have a theatrical significance
and impact, because they turn casual
passers-by into an audience, whether
they like it or not. But they also break
with the implicit rules of theatre, and in
doing so make them evident. In all these
performances, it is abundantly clear
that Verdonck is first and foremost the
source and starting point of the event,
even when he refers to others. Thus he
is not only the actor but also the author
and the director. Equally unusual is his
decision to perform on the streets for a
non-paying audience. No money is collected after a ‘presentation’. As a result,
there is no demarcation of the theatrical event by a specific time and space.
Conventional theatre has demarcations
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“The public is
confronted with a
performance they have
not chosen to see,
so each ‘spectator’
has to decide for
themselves whether
to accept, ignore or
contest the situation.”
to set it apart from ordinary time and
space, but here Verdonck’s theatre mixes
with ordinary life in a manner that is not
predetermined. The public is confronted with a performance they have not
chosen to see, so each ‘spectator’ has to
decide for themselves whether to accept,
ignore or contest the situation. These
works strongly resemble the ‘actions’ of
historical performance art in that regard.
Another, decisive point of comparison
with performance art is the unmistakable fact that Benjamin Verdonck does not
‘play a role’ in his actions. When he lives
with a pig, the circumstances themselves
force him to be totally involved, as a
human being, in what happens. Yet there
is also a big difference with what famous
protagonists of performance art like Marina Abramovic and Ulay did back then.
Their actions were one-off, unpredictable in terms of their development and

nearly unrepeatable. They were driven by
the adrenaline of the moment and their
shock effect, but because of that they
were rather indifferent to the reactions of
the audience. By contrast, Benjamin Verdonck’s actions are not necessarily oneoff, and do follow a certain scenario or
protocol. If Verdonck nevertheless does
not fix the course of their development,
it is because he expressly focuses on the
involvement of the actual spectators and
also reacts to their attempts at engagement. This is also why these actions
have always been carefully documented
through the use of various media. After
all, an action would not be complete as a
work of art without including a picture of
what that action had brought about.
If you look at his public actions as a
whole, you’ll notice, as Marianne Buyck
once remarked, that Benjamin Verdonck
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De processie der dingen © Mark Rietveld
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might have less to do with movements
The procession in KALENDER, De Proin modern and contemporary art than it
cessie der Dingen, is an action that falls
seems, despite patently obvious parallels.
back on an ancient ritual. A procession is
The first source he taps are much older
a form of theatre: something is presented
forms of social action, social protest
— objects of veneration, in the first place,
or ‘theatre’. Think of a stylite, or pillar
which are displayed to the bystanders. But
saint; a cynical philosopher like Dioalong with those objects of veneration, the
genes; a hermit; a clown; or the village
participants in the procession also display
idiot. The similarity between the action
themselves to the outside world, as a group
on Place Bara in in Brussels and the story
that believes in them. However, they are
of the historical pillar
not just performers
saints is telling. The
displaying their belief
Syrian Saint Simeon
to bystanders; they also
Stylites (389-459)
are seeing themselves,
was the first and most
as a group. So they are
famous of these. He
simultaneously perhad already aspired to
formers and spectators.
a monastic life at a very
The picture formed by
young age, but the other
the participants as a
Simeon de Pilaarheilige (389-459).
monks were not interwhole strengthens the
ested in the excessive
cohesion of the group
spiritual zeal of this oddball and sent
(and perhaps the pressure amongst them
him away. After that he decided to lead a
as well). But of course no one who parsequestered, ascetic existence. According
ticipates in a procession will recognize
to the legend, he shut himself up in a hut
this mechanism, let alone acknowledge it,
and passed the whole of Lent without
because conscious reflection on this would
food or drink. Later he traded the hut
reveal the relativity of the spectacle, and
for the even more barren conditions of a
thus its human nature. It would reveal that
cave in the desert. This extreme ascetithe objects of veneration are in fact nothing
cism drew attention far and wide, so that
more than a bit of paint, wood and plaster
ever-increasing numbers of admirers
on a cushion. That such veneration is idolasought him out for advice and support.
try. So when Benjamin Verdonck organizes
This hindered him in his meditations to
a procession that puts banal consumer
such an extent that he decided to retreat
goods on display, what does that say about
to the top of a pillar. But his popularity
the nature of our ‘belief’ in capitalism?
only increased. In order to escape the
crush of the growing stream of pilgrims,
◊
he several times exchanged the pillar for
a higher one, until it finally reached a
In some of his actions, Benjamin Verdonck
height of 12 to 18 metres. The similarity
did away with all ceremony. Without being
with Bara/ke is striking.
asked and without any apparent reason, he
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addressed himself directly to the public
with announcements that he alone seemed
to consider urgent. At the very beginning
of his career, for instance, he organized
a festival with friends, called De dagen /
Feest van een ander belang. It was a free
state, with its own currency, the ‘neuro’, a
bar, a ‘people’s kitchen’, a speaker’s corner,
and so forth. And there was also this address to the public:

no objection to German marks.
With progressive greetings,
(MRIZEK)
“All quiet. All quiet. All quiet.” On 11
September 2009, Verdonck spread
this message through a megaphone at
different places in the city. In both cases,
these messages hardly seem serious,
or even seem entirely senseless, at first
sight. The call to progressive humanity
is so transparent (out for money) that it
can only be seen as a cynical joke. But
then cynicism in the manner of Diogenes: scandalous, brazenly attacking
sacred cows and crooked logic, even if
it comes from one’s own corner. There’s
something desperate about such actions,
nonetheless. They hint at the impossibility of speaking in public nowadays,
of ascertaining a standpoint or finding
a topic with an interest that is ‘other’
than the acknowledged interests. In that
sense, they are about the impossible
position of artists in society. How can an
artist raise his or her voice or be heard

To progressive humanity,
I hereby declare that I am dead set
against A. Hitler and his clique.
I think that A. Hitler was a bad
person and I categorically condemn
him. I am also against Emperor
Nero, against Ming, and against the
oppression of the peasantry by the
pharaohs in antiquity. I emphatically
state that I openly consider these ideas to be mine, without fear of reprisal
of any kind. For all of this I ask you,
dear progressive humanity, to award
me the Nobel Prize for Peace. Should
that not be possible in dollars, I have

Chantoir, Thierry De Cordier
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without immediately being submerged in
the tumult of a clamorous world? How can
an artist address the public? Thierry De
Cordier asks the same question.

onto a platform that can serve as a dais, a
podium. The space of the house acts as a
sound box. This is where Cordier wanted
to shout out his Address to the World.
This architecture reveals how De Cordier
sees the artist’s paradoxical position in
society. The artist is both a scholar and
mystic who requires solitude in order to
meditate and do research, but seeks out
the community in order to communicate
the fruits of his or her experiments and
meditations. The incomprehension and
the difficulty of that communication can
be seen in a drawing like ‘Le Discours
Alpin’, but the pathetic emptiness of the
Chantoir’s podium is also an ominous sign
of this.

Thierry De Cordier (b. 1954) studied
painting at the academy in Ghent, but
actually wanted to become a philosopher.
After graduating, he devoted himself
to studying philosophy in solitude. For
a while he lived on the coast, “with my
back to the others and my face to the sea”.
But he never stayed in one place for long,
driven by an almost pathological urge to
always move to somewhere else. This was
the period when he wrote his first poems.
In 1985, he returned to the world of the
plastic arts and tried to settle down. This
was expressed in the Cabane Flamande
(1985), which describes his temporary
accommodations on the courtyard of the
ICC (International Cultural Centre) in
Antwerp, built out of cobblestones found
on the spot. De Cordier kept working on
the question of how and where to live.
Using wood, stone and plaster, he made
countless models suggesting a primeval
form of a house. These dwellings are always sanctuaries as well as meeting places. The Chantoir also expressed this duality: a house on stilts with a lectern-shaped
roof. At the front, the dwelling opens

In De Cordier’s work, we see how public
actions and the desire for a sanctuary can
be two sides of the same coin. The similarity between De Cordier and Verdonck
thus also extends to the questions they
pose about what a ‘living space’ is and
what a house can look like: A fixed location, or like a boat, a Noah’s Ark? Like a
gathering place or like a refuge where one
can retreat in solitude? Here it suddenly
becomes clear how the different motifs
in Verdonck’s work are not separate, but
strongly connected.

“How can an
artist address the
public?”
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Le Discours Alpin , Thierry De Cordier
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5 – Proudhon's project
When I was putting together this series of
images, I thought of Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809-1865), considered by many to be
the ‘father of anarchism’. In one of his first
books, written in 1841, he declared:
Property is theft! If I were asked
to answer the following question: What is slavery? and I
should answer in one word, It is
murder, my meaning would be
understood at once. No extended
argument would be required to
show that the power to take from
a man his thought, his will, his
personality, is a power of life and
death; and that to enslave a man
is to kill him. Why, then, to this
other question: What is property! may I not likewise answer, It
is robbery, without the certainty
of being misunderstood; the
second proposition being no
other than a transformation of
the first?
Proudhon also understood that it had
almost become impossible to go against
certain dogmas in bourgeois society. But
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“Let us never regard a
question as exhausted,
and when we have used
our last argument, let us
begin again, if need be,
with elegance and irony.”
that’s not the only reason why I see a connection with Verdonck’s work. They also
share a certain attitude towards social
issues. Proudhon first met Karl Marx during the 1830s. In 1846, Marx asked him
to become the French correspondent for
the communistic movement. Although the
two of them had come to similar conclusions about a great many things, such as
property for instance, Proudhon found a
way of not accepting the request with this
remarkable explanation:

pretended means would simply be an
appeal to force, to arbitrariness, in
brief, a contradiction.
As a political philosophy, that seems to
me to come fairly close to all that Benjamin Verdonck stands for. Yet, and this is
crucial, Verdonck repeatedly emphasizes
that he never acts politically and offers no
ready-made solutions.
My knowledge and powers are insufficient for fulling a pioneering role in
the scientific field of politics as it is
practiced in debates, government and
specialized literature. I am an artist
and try to develop my knowledge and
powers as much as possible in that
regard. The idea that the arts ought
to make way for a clearly framed and
understandable useful function — debate, relevance—causes me concern.

We must not proclaim a new dogma,
as Luther did before us… I applaud
with all my heart your thought of
bringing all opinions to light; let us
carry on a good and loyal polemic…
but let us not pose as the apostles of a
new religion, even if it be the religion
of logic, the religion of reason. Let us
gather together and encourage all
protests, let us brand all exclusivism,
all mysticism; let us never regard a
question as exhausted, and when we
have used our last argument, let us
begin again, if need be, with eloquence and irony…. We should not put
forward revolutionary action as a
means of social reform, because that

So, to follow the same line of thought, Benjamin Verdonck is also not a philosopher.
He is a maker, a creator (a poet in other
words, in the Greek sense of the word).
The things he makes establish concrete
possibilities and spaces (even if these may
be virtual and social).
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“Benjamin
Verdonck
shows the
work of man,
vulnerable and
fallible, but also
full of madcap
ideas.”
Gordon Craig
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6 — Theatre without actors /
Gordon Craig
At the end of the 19th century, theatre
started to become anaemic. The gimmicks
of the Baroque era had been passé for more
than a century, and the realistic representation of real life — the big invention
of the 19th century— had turned out to
be just a question of form. No matter how
fervently actors tried to imitate real life
with tons of greasepaint and costumes, the
compelling system of wings and painted
backdrops flattened them into wooden
figures, mouthing dialogue that they in
the best of cases presented with verve,
but certainly not bodies that could make
the sweat and pain of a turbulent society
tangible. For that, you need real, three-dimensional bodies with real muscles, sinews
and bones. The stage machinery turned out
to be equally unsuitable for the spiritual
onward flight that would have to rescue a
tired continent from moral decay. A wooden figure can’t express vitality. So, real
bodies were needed. Or no bodies at all?

Gordon Craig

Adolphe Appia was one of the first to feel
this lack when designing the scenography
for Wagner’s operas. In a conventional
setting, the gods in The Ring could never
be bigger than life-size. “We mustn’t try
to present the forest in which Siegfried
undertakes his quest. What we must give
the spectators is the atmosphere of that
forest.” To achieve this, Appia started
experimenting with lighting. Rather than
painting trees, he let the shadow of the
leaves fall on an actor. In doing so, Appia
laid the foundation for all modern scenography, which seeks the proper mood
and atmosphere and leaves it up to the

Adolphe Appia
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spectators to complete the image in their
minds, instead of painting it in detail. One
of Appia’s most important innovations was
that his scenographies no longer consisted
of wings and backdrops but of concrete,
abstract architecture that offered concrete
resistance and real perspective. Appia
found a strong ally in Emile Jacques-Dalcroze. His company at Hellerau in Dresden
was no longer busy with acting out a script,
but with movement, with bodies and space
as the primal conveyors of the drama.

You can detect the influence that
Craig still exerts from a distance
of one hundred years in a work like
Notallwhowanderarelost, but also in the
prologue to Wat ik graag zou zijn als ik
niet was wie ik ben. However, there is
a big difference, too. In Craig’s theatre,
the stage machinery could not be visible.
The spectators had to be thunderstruck,
as it were, by a miraculous experience
of space and light unfolding smoothly
before their eyes. By contrast, while
Notallwhowanderarelost is indeed a
piece that ‘speaks’ only through objects
and light— apart from an occasional
caption—you can see very clearly how it
is done. Instead of blowing everything up
out of proportion in order to dumbfound
the viewer, here everything has been
miniaturized to the size of a rather large
scale model for a stage design. The maker
himself visibly pulls the strings here, also
occasionally revealing the pleasure he gets
from conjuring up magical events. But he
continually draws attention to the fact that
the wonder of theatre is based on fiddling
around with strings and blocks. Ingenious,
virtuoso even, certainly! But a great truth,
a spiritual vision? That it is not. Benjamin
Verdonck refuses to authoritatively bowl
the viewer over in order to communicate
a grand idea. He shows the work of man,
vulnerable and fallible, but also full of
madcap ideas. This piece shows how little
is needed to stimulate the imagination, but
also how little it takes to nullify that same
imagination.

The Englishman Gordon Craig would
radicalize these ideas. He hated theatre that
was a wobbly summation of many other
arts, such as literature, music and painting.
Theatre had to become an art in itself, with
its own laws and means. A script was an
obstacle in this regard, and actors equally
so. He dreamt of a poetic theatre of pure
movement, in which the spectators would
be overwhelmed by sound, light and masses
in motion. For Craig, theatre was not meant
to illustrate a plot but to create ‘relevance’.
He wanted to return to dance and mime,
as the archetype of theatre. Actors therefore must remain silent, and simply move.
“Acting is Action— Dance is the poetry of
Action.” Gordon Craig would never succeed
in realizing his theatre— his attempt at
making a production solely with moving
objects in Stanislavski’s theatre in Moscow
was a huge disaster— but his ideas were
extremely influential. The Bauhaus theatre
of Oskar Schlemmer and his students, the
scenographic innovations of Josef Svoboda
or Isamu Noguchi or Wieland Wagner’s The
Ring Cycle would have been inconceivable
without Craig’s ideas.
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Notallwhowanderarelost © Kurt Van der Elst
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